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Abstract—In this paper, the design of a QCM sensor for liquid
media measurements in vertical position is described. A rugged and
low-cost proof holder has been designed, the cost of which is
significantly lower than those of traditional commercial holders. The
crystal is not replaceable but it can be easily cleaned. Its small
volume permits to be used by dipping it in the liquid with the desired
location and orientation. The developed design has been
experimentally validated by measuring changes in the resonance
frequency and resistance of the QCM sensor immersed vertically in
different calibrated aqueous glycerol solutions. The obtained results
show a great agreement with the Kanazawa theoretical expression.
Consequently, the designed QCM sensor would be appropriate for
sensing applications in liquids, and might take part of a future on-line
multichannel low-cost QCM-based measurement system.
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I. INTRODUCTION

HICKNESS-Shear Mode (TSM) sensors, namely QCM,
are highly sensitive devices not only able to measure the
addition of very small mass, but also non-gravimetric
contributions of viscoelastic media, which can be operated in
air, aqueous conditions and under vacuum. QCM usually
consists of a thin AT-cut quartz wafer with two metallic
electrodes deposited uniformly onto both sides of the crystal.
Due to the piezoelectric effect, when an AC electrical field is
applied perpendicular to the plate, a shear wave is generated
that propagates through the quartz crystal inducing its
oscillation. This propagation is modified when the faces of the
crystal are loaded by a material.
QCM sensors are becoming a great alternative to analytical
methods of measurement in a wide range of application areas
involving small molecular weight ligands, carbohydrates,
proteins, nucleic acids, viruses, bacteria, cells, and membrane
interfaces [1], [2]. When the QCM sensor is introduced into a
liquid, only one of the two crystal faces is in contact to the
liquid. For this reason, the traditional design of commercial
holders consists of a recipient with the crystal element
attached to the bottom by supporting it by means of toroidal
rubber O-rings that provide sealing between the liquid and the
face with the electrical contacts. These holders use to have
several parts and screws to permit the crystal replacement.

Accordingly, the mounting and the placement of the crystal in
the holder is critical as the operation and the sensitivity of the
QCM is very dependent on them. In addition, these holders
usually are very big and expensive. These facts make these
holders unsuitable for some kinds of online measurements in
liquid media. Alternatively, in this paper a new QCM holder is
proposed. So, the QCM sensor is placed in vertical in the lid
of commercial standard low-cost culture plates as measuring
cells. For a proper use of the QCM sensor, a specific holder is
designed, in which only one of the crystal faces is in contact
with the liquid media. The crystal is not replaceable, but the
holder may be easily replaced or cleaned. The cost of the
whole holder is significantly lower than the commercial ones
and can be an interesting alternative for developing a low-cost
QCM-based liquid measurement system.
II. THEORETICAL
A. Electrical Impedance of a Quartz Crystal Resonator.
The electrical impedance or admittance [3] of a QCM is
influenced by the acoustic load at its faces. It depends on the
electrical capacitance formed by the electrodes and the quartz
as a dielectric material and the so-called motional impedance,
which is contributed by the acoustic load impedance (ZL),
acting at the surfaces of the quartz plate. The acoustic load
impedance can consist of a single rigid film, a semi-infinite
Newtonian liquid, a single viscoelastic film or a multilayer
arrangement.
B. The Butterworth van Dyke Equivalent Circuit.
Near resonance, the electrical impedance of a QCM can be
reduced to the Butterworth van Dyke (BVD) electrical
equivalent model [4] as depicted in Fig. 1, where the physical
parameters are summarized in lumped equivalent electrical
values: electrical capacitance, motional inductance, motional
capacitance and motional resistance.
According to Fig. 1, the BVD circuit consists of two
parallel branches: the upper branch consisting of only the
capacitance C0 represents the fixed dielectric capacitance of
the resonator. All of the motional information is contained in
the lower branch.
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worrks carried outt by Glassfordd [7], and laterr by Kanazawaa and
Gorrdon [8], [9] demonstrateed the resoonance frequuency
dependence uponn the viscosityy and the dennsity of the liiquid
CM.
soluution in contacct with the QC
T
The change inn the resonancce frequency due to the liiquid
soluution propertiees is given by (3):
∆ff = − f03/2(ηl·ρl//π·µq·ρq)1/2
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Fig. 1 Butterwoorth-van Dyke m
model of Quartzz Crystal Resonnator

The motionall arm has threee series compponents modiffied by
the mass and vviscous loadinng at the facess of the crysttal: (1)
resistor Rm corrresponds to tthe dissipationn of the osciillation
m
strucctures and froom the medium in
ennergy from mounting
coontact with thhe crystal (i.e. losses indduced by a vviscous
soolution), (2) caapacitor Cm coorresponds to the stored eneergy in
the oscillation aand is related to the elasticiity of the quarrtz and
the surroundingg medium, andd (3) inductorr Lm correspoonds to
mponent of thhe oscillation, which is relaated to
the inertial com
the mass displaaced during tthe vibration.. Typical valuues of
these parameters for a 1” diameter and 5MHz crysttal are
Cm=33fF, Lm=330mH, and Rm=10Ω (air--loaded crystaal), or
Rm=400Ω (wateer-loaded crysstal). The motiional arm is shhunted
byy the parasiticc capacitance, Co, which reppresents the ssum of
the static capaccitances of thee crystal’s elecctrodes, holdeer, and
coonnector capaccitance.
For such an eelectrical circuuit, the variatioon of the impeedance
wiith frequencyy becomes minimum close to the series
resonance frequuency given byy (1):
f0 =1/2π
π (Lm Cm)1/2

(1)

In a QCM application thhe motional inductance, Lm, is
increased whenn mass is addded to the cryystal electrodee. The
freequency shift of the series resonance is a sensitive inddicator
off the added maass and films of less than 11ng/cm2. Alsoo, from
the BVD electrrical circuit caan be deducedd that the minnimum
im
mpedance at thhe series resoonance frequenncy is given bby the
m
motional resistance, Rm. Its measurem
ment can provide
im
mportant inforrmation aboutt a process siince soft film
ms and
viscous liquids increase motioonal losses, i.ee., the value off Rm.

(3)

wheere f0 is the rresonant frequuency, ρl is tthe density off the
liquuid, ηl is the viiscosity of the liquid, ρq andd µq are the dennsity
andd rigidity moduulus of the quartz crystal reespectively. Onn the
otheer hand, viscous coupling of the liquid medium too the
crysstal surface reesults in dampping of the resonant oscillaation.
Thee viscous losss is manifessted as an increase in sseries
resoonance resistaance, Rm, of tthe QCM ressonator. Thus, the
meaasurement of this resistance is a good indicator to obbtain
the liquid soluttion viscosityy. The changge in the series
CM under liquuid loading [10] is
resoonance resistannce of the QC
giveen by (4):
ΔR = [nn ωs· Lu / Π]·[ (2 ωs·ρl·ηl)/ (ρρq·μq)]1/2

(4)

wheere ΔR is channge in series resonance ressistance in Ω, n is
the number of ssides in contact with liquuid, ωs is anggular
freqquency at seriees resonance, and Lu is the inductance foor the
unpperturbed (i.e. dry) resonatorr (usually in mH).
m
III. HOLDER
R DESCRIPTION
N
F
For a properly use in liquid media measurrements in verrtical
posiition, a new QCM
Q
sensor holder has beeen designed. The
holdder design is bbased on one-piece compacct constructionn that
houuses the quarrtz crystal whhose back faace is maintaained
withhout any contaact or acousticc loading. Siliicone paste is used
to pprovide the reequired sealing to prevent the penetratioon of
the liquid into the interior. Tw
wo designs havve been develooped
to uuse with 1” andd ½” commerccial quartz cryystals.
T
Two holder m
materials havee been selecteed in order to be
resistant and com
mpatible withh liquids. Thee version V1.0 is
mannufactured in methacrylate (Fig. 2). The version V22.0 is
mannufactured inn ABS (Acrrylonitrile Buutadiene Styrrene)
polyymer or Bentlaay®, by meanns of a 3D prinnter (Fig. 3).

C
C. Liquid-Conntact Measureements.
The Sauerbrrey expressionn (2) [5] is commonly ussed to
relate mass loadding and resonnant frequencyy shift, ∆f:
∆f = − C·∆m

(2)
(a)

whhere C is tthe sensitivitty factor off the resonattor in
Hzz/(ng/cm2), annd ∆m is the change in maass per unit aarea in
ngg/cm2. This exxpression is onnly valid for a homogeneouus film
riggidly attachedd to the QCM ssurface.
In the case of liquids thee operation of the QCM iis also
poossible [6] annd its electriccal impedancee is sensible to the
chhanges at the innterface betweeen the crystall and the liquiid. The
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(b)

Fiig. 2 Image of thhe version V1.00 methacrylate hholder (a) ICM ½”
sensor (b) INFIICON 1” sensor
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F
Fig. 3 Image of the
t version V2.00 holder (a) AB
BS polymer holdder (b)
Bentlaay® holder

For this worrk, two comm
mercial QCM sensors havee been
chhosen. The fi
first one is a 1” sensor manufacturedd from
IN
NFICON (ref. 149257-1), annd the secondd one is a ½” sensor
m
manufactured frrom ICM (Inteernational Cryystal Manufactturing)
m are AT-cut quartz crystall discs
(reef. 151527-5). Both of them
wiith a resonantt frequency off 5MHz and ggold plated tittanium
eleectrodes. Thee surface of the electrodees is polisheed and
opptimized for a working tempperature of 25 ºC (Fig. 4).

Fig.. 5 Resonant freequency measurrements (in Hz) for different liqquids
mediaa and holders, uusing the ICM C
Crystal

Fiig. 6 Resistancee measurements (in Ω) for diffeerent liquids meedia
annd holders, usinng the ICM Crysstal

(a)

(b)

F
Fig. 4 Image of the ICM sensorrs used (a) INFIICON 1” (b) ICM ½”

I
IV.
MATERIA
ALS AND METH
HODS
A. Samples
Reagents useed to prepare the mixtures w
were distilledd water
annd Glycerol 99% analyytical grade (Labkem, Mataró
M
(B
Barcelona), Caatalonia, Spain). Glycerol solutions at 20%,
400%, 60% and 80% have beeen prepared from Glycerool 99%
byy weighing the reagents using a C
Cobos CB-Coomplet
annalytical balannce with a prrecision of 0.0001 g. Densitty and
viscosity valuess for these soolutions have bbeen obtainedd from
litterature [11].
B. Measurements
QCM sensoor holders, ddescribed in Section III, were
im
mmersed in gllycerol aqueoous solutions at 0%, 20%, 40%,
600% and 80% v/v, which were placed in a 250 mll glass
beeaker. Sensoor resonantt frequency and resiistance
m
measurements were made by using aan Agilent 44294A
mpedance Anaalyzer.
Im
AND DISCUSSION
V. RESULTS A

In order to validate the sensor holderr, it was caliibrated
ussing glycerol solutions
s
by m
measuring the resonant freqquency
annd resistance, as described in Section IV
V B. Figs. 5 and 6
shhow the resultss obtained by uusing the ICM
M Crystal.
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Inn Fig. 5, resoonant frequenncy measurem
ments obtainedd by
usinng the holderss described inn Section III are
a compared with
the values obtainned by using a commercial one. The reesults
show
wn a good aggreement for thhe different liqquid media teested.
Sim
milarly, in Fig. 6, the resistannce measurem
ments are comppared
for different liquiid media. In thhis case, the rresults obtaineed by
usinng both holdeers described in Section IIII are similar,, but
show
ws a significaant offset discrepancy if thhey are comppared
withh the results foor a commerciial holder.
F
From results oobtained in Fiig. 5, it is poossible to plott the
resoonant frequenncy variationss, related to air, for the ssame
liquuid media and holders (Fig. 7). These ressults are comppared
withh the theorretical valuess obtained from Kanazzawa
expression (3), annd using the thheoretical valuues of densityy and
visccosity obtainedd from literatture. Similarlyy to Fig. 5, reesults
plottted in Fig. 7 are quite sim
milar when thee different hollders
are compared, but
b show a ssignificant diffference withh the
theooretical valuees, especiallyy for high viscosity liqquids
(Glyycerol 80%). This
T is due to the significannt losses causeed by
the viscosity efffect. Accordinngly, the minnimum impeddance
freqquency does not agree with the ressonant one [12].
Sim
milarly, resistaance variationns for differeent liquid media,
m
relaated to air, arre representedd in Fig. 8. These resultss are
com
mpared with thhe theoretical vvalues obtaineed from expresssion
(4). As in Fig. 77, results show
w a good agrreement whenn the
valuues obtained from
fr
the differrent holders arre compared, bbut a
disaagreement wiith the theoreetical values in case of high
visccosity liquids (Glycerol
(
80%
%).
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Fiig. 7 Resonant ffrequency measurement variatiions (in Hz), related to
air, for differennt liquids mediaa and holders, ussing an ICM Crrystal

F 8 Resistancce measurementt variations (in Ω),
Fig.
Ω related to aiir, for
different liqquids media andd holders, usingg an ICM Crystaal

VI. CO
ONCLUSIONS
A new QCM
M low-cost hoolder for liquuid media hass been
deeveloped and ttested, by measuring changges in the resoonance
freequency and resistance oof the QCM
M sensor imm
mersed
veertically in diifferent calibrrated aqueous glycerol soluutions.
Reesults obtaineed show a great
g
agreem
ment with thee ones
acchieved by ussing a comm
mercial holder. If the values are
coompared with the theoreticaal ones obtainned from Kannazawa
exxpression, onlly significant discrepanciess for high visscosity
liqquids are obseerved.
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